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ABOUT US
The goal of Hi-Care Hygiene Solutions, a vibrant, quickly growing 

company, is to grow into a conglomerate that produces paper products, 

cleaning supplies, PPE, aerosols, and other cleaning equipment and imports 

and exports cleaning items. HI-CARE Hygiene Solution is committed to 

providing a family-friendly environment and a strong commitment to 

customer satisfaction, but it also wants to use its company operations to 

positively impact society. Its goal is to offer simple, cost-effective, high-

quality solutions that meet daily hygiene and cleaning requirements. In 

2009, HI-CARE Hygiene Solution was established under the experienced 

and dynamic leadership of Mr. Mubarak Thallab Al Hajeri, the Chairman, 

and Mr. Salim Al Hajeri, the Board Member. 
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CATEGORIES

➢TTS Products

➢Tissue Products

➢Dispensers

➢Brooms and Mops

➢Aerosol Products

➢Bins

➢Mop Buckets & Trolley

➢Detergents & Disinfectants

➢Plastic Bags

➢Miscellaneous Products
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FLOOR WIPERS SUPPLIER IN DOHA, 

QATAR
We provide a large assortment of colorful floor wipers. Among the several 

materials that make up our floor wiper handles are titanium, steel, plastic, and 

fiber. Each of our floor wipers is easily operated and neatly arranged. Some of 

our floor wipers are made of solid silicone rubber that has a long service life 

and the right amount of water absorption. Tiles and other types of filth are no 

match for our wipers. The cleaner has unquestionably cleared liquid from the 

floor. Our handles make wet surface cleaning easier to grasp and manage. Our 

wide collection of floor wipers, which come in a range of sizes and 

dimensions, allows the customer to choose the one that best meets their 

demands. 
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CONTACT US
HI CARE TRADING LLC, 

Barkath Al Awameer, PO.BOX 96289,

Doha-Qatar

info@hicareqatar.com

+974 4481 9449 / +974 33734623
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